Sleeping Child Check Feature #BUS-6 & #BUS-6T
Sales Update #17-04

Doran “Sleeping Child Check” in a Microbird
A customer recently asked why after warming their units for pretrip, that the child-check alarm would sound.
The Microbird’s were built with #BUS-6 (a New York Bus Sales
standard feature) with the Doran Sleeping Child Check. That
system would arm when the warning lights were activated as was
intended. However, the listing of the feature failed to include that
the system would ALSO arm after the unit had run for 10 minutes,
thus causing the issue which these customers were experiencing.
There is a feature #BUS-6T which is wired so ONLY the warning
lights are the system.
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If you have a unit with feature #BUS-6 and you do not wish
to have the time active, there is a way to disable it. On the
plug for the module you will find a red wire, which jumps
from pin #5 to pin #14 on the plug. If you remove this wire, it
will deactivate the timer. Below is a schematic of the module
plug.

Thanks to Bob at Warwick Valley Central School for
working with us to address this issue!!
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CONTACT OUR SALES DEPARTMENT WITH ANY QUESTIONS
Kevin Coon

Jeremy Johnston

kcoon@newyorkbussales.com
315-415-6570

jjohnston2@newyorkbussales.com
585-233-3768

Bill Daigler

Bill Lyons II

wdaigler@newyorkbussales.com
716-713-9852

wlyons2@newyorkbussales.com
518-275-2816

George Darling

Jeremie (JJ) Richmond

gdarling@newyorkbussales.com
315-263-6141

jrichmond@newyorkbussales.com
315-559-3999
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